
Name ______________________ Week of _____________________

Daily/Weekly Participation Rubric
After reading the detailed explanation of scoring, circle the number in each daily category that

best represents the action described.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
Date _______ Date_______ Date______ Date ______ Date ______

I was on time,
and prepared
today.

10  9  8  7

I was on time,
and prepared
today.

10  9  8  7

I was on time,
and prepared
today.

10  9  8  7

I was on time,
and prepared
today.

10  9  8  7

I was on time,
and prepared
today.

10  9  8  7

I remained
focused
throughout the
entire rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I remained
focused
throughout the
entire rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I remained
focused
throughout the
entire rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I remained
focused
throughout the
entire rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I remained
focused
throughout the
entire rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I exhibited
proper body
alignment,
including holding
my music
properly,
throughout the
rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I exhibited
proper body
alignment,
including holding
my music
properly,
throughout the
rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I exhibited
proper body
alignment,
including
holding my
music properly,
throughout the
rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I exhibited
proper body
alignment,
including holding
my music
properly,
throughout the
rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I exhibited
proper body
alignment,
including holding
my music
properly,
throughout the
rehearsal.

10  9  8  7

I consistently
made markings
in my music.

10  9  8  7

I consistently
made markings
in my music.

10  9  8  7

I consistently
made markings
in my music.

10  9  8  7

I consistently
made markings
in my music.

10  9  8  7

I consistently
made markings
in my music.

10  9  8  7

Daily score Daily score Daily score Daily score Daily score
________/40 ________/40 ________/40 ________/40 ________/40

Student signature________________________________________



Detailed Explanation of Scoring

I was on time, and prepared today.

10 = I was on time, and prepared today with all of my materials (my binder, chromebook, a
pencil, and anything that was due.

9 = Any of the following things isn’t true:
a) I was on time
b) I was prepared with my binder
c) I was prepared with my chromebook
d) I was prepared with my pencil
e) I was prepared with what was due today

8 = Any TWO of the following things aren’t true:
a) I was on time
b) I was prepared with my binder
c) I was prepared with my chromebook
d) I was prepared with my pencil
e) I was prepared with what was due today

7 = Any THREE of the following things aren’t true:
a) I was on time
b) I was prepared with my binder
c) I was prepared with my chromebook
d) I was prepared with my pencil
e) I was prepared with what was due today

I remained focused throughout the entire rehearsal.

10 = I focused immediately at the beginning of warm-ups and stayed focused throughout the
warm-ups. I remained focused during ear-training, sight-singing, and each musical activity for
the rest of the class period

9 = Any of the following things isn’t true:
a) I was focused immediately at the beginning of the warm-up
b) I was focused throughout the entire warm-up
c) I was focused during ear-training
d) I was focused during sight-singing
e) I was focused during all the songs we were singing

8 = Any TWO of the following things aren’t true:
a) I was focused immediately at the beginning of the warm-up



b) I was focused throughout the entire warm-up
c) I was focused during ear-training
d) I was focused during sight-singing
e) I was focused during all the songs we were singing

7 = Any THREE of the following things aren’t true:
a) I was focused immediately at the beginning of the warm-up
b) I was focused throughout the entire warm-up
c) I was focused during ear-training
d) I was focused during sight-singing
e) I was focused during all the songs we were singing

I exhibited proper body alignment, including holding my music
properly, throughout the rehearsal.

10 = All of the following are true:
a) I exhibited proper body alignment throughout warm-ups
b) I exhibited proper body alignment while sight-singing
c) I exhibited proper body alignment while working on our repertoire (regardless of whether

we are sitting or standing)
d) I held my music properly

9 = Any ONE of the following things isn’t true:
a) I exhibited proper body alignment throughout warm-ups
b) I exhibited proper body alignment while sight-singing
c) I exhibited proper body alignment while working on our repertoire (regardless of whether

we are sitting or standing)
d) I held my music properly

8 = Any TWO of the following things aren’t true:
a) I exhibited proper body alignment throughout warm-ups
b) I exhibited proper body alignment while sight-singing
c) I exhibited proper body alignment while working on our repertoire (regardless of whether

we are sitting or standing)
d) I held my music properly

7 = Any THREE of the following things aren’t true:
a) I exhibited proper body alignment throughout warm-ups
b) I exhibited proper body alignment while sight-singing
c) I exhibited proper body alignment while working on our repertoire (regardless of whether

we are sitting or standing)
d) I held my music properly



I consistently made markings in my music.

10 = All of the following are true:
a) I made every marking that I was verbally asked to make
b) I made every marking that was written on the board
c) I made markings whenever I noticed that I made a mistake

9 = Any ONE of the following things isn’t true:
a) I made every marking that I was verbally asked to make
b) I made every marking that was written on the board
c) I made markings whenever I noticed that I made a mistake

8 = Any TWO of the following things aren’t true:
a) I made every marking that I was verbally asked to make
b) I made every marking that was written on the board
c) I made markings whenever I noticed that I made a mistake

7 = Any THREE of the following things aren’t true:
a) I made every marking that I was verbally asked to make
b) I made every marking that was written on the board
c) I made markings whenever I noticed that I made a mistake


